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Building designer Michael Lurie opted for a subtle coastal feel for his own home, in keeping 
with the traditional cottages of the area. James Hardie Scyon Axon fibre cement was used 
for the exterior cladding, used to meet BAL29 regulations. Deciduous vines around the 
building will offer summer shade once they mature.

Among the  
gumtrees 
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A bushy suburban block in Western 
Australia’s famed wine growing region 
was the perfect spot for building 
designer Michael Lurie’s own high-
performing, but unassuming family 
home.

WORDS Liz Durnan

PHOTOGRAPHY Kate Gerson

IN PLANNING HIS OWN HOME,  
building designer Michael Lurie aimed 
to achieve the highest energy efficiency 
rating while staying on budget. Michael 
and his wife Lauren wanted a space which 
was as chemical-free and energy-efficient 
as possible for them, their three-year-old 
daughter and four-month-old son.
 The couple settled on a sloping block 
in the scenic town of Cowarumup for its 
northern orientation and natural bushland. 
“There were larger and possibly more 
suitable blocks in the area, but this one won 
us over,” says Michael. 
 The block slopes, falling five metres 
from east to west, toward a small stream 
at the back of property, and although 
this slope became one of the biggest 
challenges of the project, it also allowed a 
subtle graded approach to the house and 
landscaping. To minimise disruption to the 
environment, “we stepped the floors three 
times down the sloping block to ensure the 
house has a strong connection to the garden 
and surrounding bushland,” explains 
Michael. The carport at street level steps 
down to the main house, then a further step 
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METRO PERTHHOUSE PROFILE

down links the bedroom wing to the kitchen 
and dining area, followed by more steps to a 
sunken living room. 
 The exterior pays homage to the 
traditional cottages of the area, with a 
subtle coastal feel, in its vertical board 
cladding, composite timber decking and 
stone tiles. The fibre cement composite 
panels were selected for their bushfire 
resilience and longevity, meeting Bushfire 
Attack Level 29 (BAL29). The abundant 
bushland was what drew the couple to 
the area, but it suffered badly in the 2011 
bushfires, and so a cautious approach was 
taken with materials; the composite timber 
decking also carries this BAL rating.
 Michael maximised the view west over 
the surrounding bushland, while protecting 
the interior from afternoon sun by means 
of a long roof over the north-west facing 
verandah. Other than minimal lawn and 

some deciduous trees to the north and 
deciduous vines on the east and west walls 
for shading, landscaping is mostly local 
natives. 
 Three large vegie and herb planters are 
supported by a greywater recycling system, 
(irrigated below the surface to meet local 
guidelines and avoid food contamination), 
while a 23,000-litre rainwater tank 
complements use of town water. The water-
wise garden has also been the perfect tool to 
encourage the children’s appreciation of the 
environment, a key motivating factor in the 
project, says Michael. “Seeing my daughter 
roam the vegie and herb gardens, knowing 
the names of all the plants, which she 
helped me plant, picking and eating them 
as she goes, shows me the benefits already!”   
 References to the natural world are 
carried through into the interior; the 
concrete slab, used for thermal mass and 
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Michael’s design steps down three times to 
the sunken living room at the rear, below 
the open plan kitchen and dining area 
which opens up to the north-facing 
verandah and gardens. The couple aimed 
to achieve as healthy an interior as possible 
for their growing family, using only low- and 
zero-VOC finishings on all surfaces and 
paying special attention to light, ventilation 
and maintaining comfortable natural 
temperatures.
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METRO ADELAIDEHOUSE PROFILE

a pared-back aesthetic, is coloured with 
brown oxide pigment, connecting the house 
with the surrounding naturally occurring 
brown ironstone. The inside space is 
striking in its deliberate simplicity and 
clean lines, with minimal detail from floor 
to ceilings – no skirting, architraves, or 
cornices – focusing attention on the high, 
raked ceilings and artisan lighting. 
 Future-proofed for the growing family, 
living areas at the rear spill out on the 
productive gardens, and there’s flexibility 
in the design; the front living room can 
be easily converted into an additional 
bedroom, and the dining room is designed 
to support a mezzanine living space if 
needed.
 The 8.5 Star rating was achieved with 
careful planning and without “throwing 
every last expensive product at it,” says 
Michael. “We wanted to demonstrate that 

you can achieve a good star-rated home, 
not that far from the norm in terms of 
construction, materials, and methods.” 
 The home’s extensive insulation is one 
of the key contributors to energy efficiency, 
with this alone contributing one whole 
star. The external reflective insulation 
between the structural framing and the roof 
tiles creates an “airtight wrap” around the 
building. 
 With the region’s climate in mind, three 
hours south of Perth, the focus was more 
on winter heating than summer cooling. 
Extensive north-facing glazing directs 
winter sun to the concrete slab and the 
masonry that surrounds an energy-efficient 
enclosed fireplace, which also works to 
retain the fire’s warmth. There are also 
plans to connect the fireplace to a ducting 
system in the roof space to distribute hot air 
throughout the house in winter. a
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Heat from the inbuilt efficient Nectre 
fireplace is retained in its thermally massive 
masonry surrounds, while the concrete slab 
floor allows effective passive solar gain. 
There are plans to connect the fireplace to 
a ducted heating system to distribute its 
heat throughout the house.
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The interior is deliberately 
minimalistic, with no 
architraves, skirtings, or 
cornices – focusing 
attention on the high, raked 
ceilings and artisan lighting. 
Cabinetry in the bathroom 
is reclaimed timber 
purchased on Etsy.

v

No air conditioning is 
needed in this 
well-insulated 8.5 Star 
Margaret River house; 
strategic casement 
windows and louvres for 
funneling cooling sea 
breezes and prevailing 
winds, along with living and 
structural shading, helps 
keep the space cool in 
summer.

MARGARET RIVER, WAHOUSE PROFILE
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 “Typically the north sun can heat most 
of the house except the bedrooms on the 
south side, though they do gain a slight 
benefit,” Michael says. “It truly makes a 
huge difference especially on sunny winter 
days when the outside temperature falls 
quickly after sunset and the slab just keeps 
radiating heat.”
 A 5kW grid-connected solar system 
provides electricity, and hot water is 
efficiently produced with a heat pump 
programmed for daytime use to make best 
use of solar production. Michael and Lauren 
decided to go all-electric to maximise 
the use of renewable energy and avoid 
future gas price rises, as well as the need to 
purchase bottled gas, with no household 
connection in the area. 
 After two years in the house, Michael 
and Lauren have felt the benefit of their 
careful decisions. “I think we’ve done really 
well for the budget and it performs better 
than we ever thought an 8.5 Star house 
would,” Michael says. “You’re always aiming 
for elusive 10 Stars, but we’re really happy.

LEGEND 

Bedrooms
Dining room
Kitchen
Living room
Study
Outdoor living
Bathroom
Laundry
Storage

MARGARET RIVER, WAHOUSE PROFILE

FLOOR PLAN
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The garden mostly consists of indigenous natives grown from tube to 
support local wildlife and for low maintenance. Image by Rae Marie 
Threnoworth.
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HOT WATER 

–  Stiebel Eltron WWK 300A Hot 
Water Heat Pump, programmed 
for day use to coincide with 
solar power production, and for 
warmer temperatures for better 
efficiency.

RENEWABLE ENERGY 

–  EC 5kW solar system with Delta 
inverter, supplied and installed 
by BSEWA. 

WATER SAVING   
–  23,000L West Coast Poly 

rain water tank with Vada 
Rain2Main Auto Controller, 
water used throughout 

–  Grey Flow PS greywater 
recycling system 

–  Taps WELS 4 star (min), 
showers WELS 3 star (min), WC 
WELS 4-star (min).

PASSIVE DESIGN

–  House sited for maximum solar 
gain with north-facing glazing

–  Wide eaves for shading north-
facing glazing and wall during 
summer

–  Concrete floor and internal 
masonry wall for thermal mass

–  Casement windows to south 
side of the building for 
ventilation and natural cooling 
help funnel summer prevailing 
winds into the building

–  Louvre windows to the north 
side of the building draw 
prevailing winds through 
the home for ventilation and 
natural cooling 

–  Minimal east- and west-facing 
glazing to reduce heat loss in 
winter and hot sun in summer

–  Break in verandah roof allows 
winter sun into dining room

–  Deciduous planting will shade 
the north- and west- facing 
walls and glazing.

ACTIVE HEATING & COOLING 
– Reversible ceiling fans
–  Nectre Blaze IS800LE 

Inbuilt Wood Fireplace, with 
surrounding masonry to help 
retain heat. There are also 
plans to connect the fireplace 
with a ducted system with 
inline fans to help heat other 
rooms in winter.

BUILDING MATERIALS 
–  Reclaimed timber purchased 

from Etsy used in bathroom 
and ensuite mirror cabinets 

–  Insulation: Autex R2 GreenStuf 
batts to internal walls; R2.5 
GreenStuf batts to external 
walls; R4 GreenStuf batts to 
ceiling; Kingspan Air-Cell 
Permicav reflective insulation 
to external face of wall studs; 
Kingspan Air-Cell Insulbreak 
65 reflective insulation to 
external face of rafters. The two 
reflective insulation products 
have lapped and fully taped 
joins for air tightness

–  Prefabricated radiata pine roof 
and wall truss from Worldwide 
Timber Traders for speed 
and accuracy (slab was being 
poured while they were being 
made)

–  James Hardie Scyon Axon fibre 
cement exterior cladding, used 
to meet BAL29 regulations 
(Bushfire Attack Level)

–  Milboard composite decking 
in ‘Weathered Driftwood’ from 
Concept Products

–  Locally made cabinetry by 
Geersen’s Cabinets with 
laminate doors and drawers 
and zero-VOC-sealed beech 
timber benches. 

WINDOWS & GLAZING 
–  Louvres and casement 

windows with aluminum 
frames by Busselton 
Aluminium Windows.

LIGHTING 
–  Filament LED light globes and 

pendant and wall lighting from 
Barn Light Australia

–  Pendant and wall lighting 
throughout to avoid 
interruptions to ceiling 
insulation and to better seal 
building envelope. 

PAINTS, FINISHES & FLOOR 

COVERINGS  
–  Organoil Tung Oil zero-VOC 

sealants to concrete floor  
–  Gilly Stephenson’s bees wax 

zero-VOC sealant and Organoil 
Hard Burnishing Oil to wood 
surfaces 

–  Bauwerk zero-VOC lime paint 
to internal masonry walls.

OTHER ESD FEATURES  
–  Deciduous shading vines to 

east and west wall plus north-
facing verandah and roof 
‘cut-out’

–  Watts Clever Remote Control 
Socket to turn appliances off 
remotely

–  Water-wise garden with local 
native species grown from 
tubes, from The Tube Nursery

–  Vegetable and herb gardens
–  House is all electric (no gas) to 

maximise solar power usage 
and reduce carbon emissions.

DESIGN

Michael Lurie 

BUILDER

Shane Hofstee, Blackpoint 
Construction

PROJECT TYPE

New build

PROJECT LOCATION 

Cowaramup, WA

COST

$450,000 to $500,000 (incl. 
professional fees) 

SIZE

Land 850 sqm 
House 196 sqm

BUILDING STAR RATING

 8.5

Lurie residence
—Specifications


